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The paper presents a shorter project with the aim to enhance the quality of courses and
design studios on the master level at Chalmers Architecture through constructive alignment.
The intention was to carry out the project as action research and the examiners were involved
in detecting weaknesses and working out improvement. The results show that there are
weaknesses in course descriptions regarding aims and learning objectives which can be
improved by the use of recommendations based on constructive alignment and Bloom’s
taxonomy. The project has also detected the need for further discussions among examiners
about assessment of learning outcomes and grading and how to make these more tangible for
students.
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INTRODUCTION
Architecture as a field of knowledge is very complex, embracing technical, natural, social
and cultural aspects. In architecture, artistic values, function and form need to be combined
with economic restraints, safety, accessibility, disaster prevention and current building
practices, just to mention a few factors. What is central in architectural practice is the ability
to embrace all different aspects of the built environment in a design solution. As a
consequence, teaching in architecture is to a high extent project-based and carried out in
design studios.
Since the start of the introduction of the Bologna model, teaching at the Department of
Architecture is undergoing changes. The new master programmes attract students from abroad
and also student students from civil engineering. The new master programmes also involve
degrees in grades from 1 to 5, where up to now, only passed/not passed were the examination
criteria in architectural courses and studios. In addition, pedagogy and quality aspects on
teaching and learning are currently stressed to a higher extent than previously. Several
initiatives to prepare the organisation and its teachers for these changes have been initiated.
This paper presents the results from a shorter IMPACT project with the aim to enhance
the quality of courses and design studios at master level at Chalmers Architecture. IMPACT
was a strategic investment from Chalmers University of Technology Foundation to support
the Bologna model introduction at Chalmers 2007 – 2009. The specific objective for the
project which addressed courses and design studios at the master programmes at the
Department of Architecture was to strengthen the constructive alignment in course
descriptions. The intention was to carry out the project as an action research project, involving
the examiners in detecting weaknesses and working out improvement for the new course
descriptions for the academic year 2010 – 2011. The project was carried out for
approximately one month in the autumn of 2009.
At present, two master programmes are given at Chalmers Architecture: ‘Architecture’,
and ‘Design for Sustainable Development’. The motivation for the IMPACT project was that
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present project descriptions for courses and design studies need improvement. Many course
descriptions are not clearly written, and they lack clear learning objectives:


A majority of the course descriptions present aims and scopes that are too wide.



In some cases, the descriptions give similar or partly similar aims as other courses in
the same program. In addition, it is often difficult to distinguish different parts of the
courses from each other.



The learning objectives that are described do not support the assessment presented.

Many of the project descriptions are vague and lacking in precision of learning objectives
and contents. Problems arise if the responsible teachers and examiners are absent for shorter
or longer periods and other teachers have to give the course. The vague learning objectives
also make it difficult to make the best use of course evaluations in order to improve the course
for next year. It is difficult to evaluate which of the comments in the project evaluations are
relevant.
The general aim of the project is to support a continuous process to enhance the quality of
the courses and design studios in Chalmers Architecture master level programmes. The
specific aims have been to:
1. Produce enhanced project descriptions for the compulsory courses/design studios in
collaboration with the examiners for the academic year 2010/2011.
2. Write a short report with conclusions and a number of guidelines for
examiners/teachers in order to support the process of defining learning objectives,
learning outcomes and examination criteria in coming years.
METHOD AND APPROACH
The study is qualitative, based on literature studies and empirical studies. It has an action
research approach as the aim is to produce change. The anticipated actionable knowledge is to
be developed in collaboration with the users and the involved examiners as a means to ensure
up-take of results [1].
The first phase of the project involved literature studies focusing on constructive
alignment and assessment in architectural teaching. A limited scan was made on how
assessment of architectural teaching is carried out at other architecture schools in Sweden and
a few other countries (The Netherlands and UK). This search focused on the search for course
descriptions which were published on the webpages of the different schools. Through contact
with former colleagues at Delft University of Technology and The University of the West of
England, Bristol, I could have more detailed information of their assessment methods in use.
In a second phase, the course descriptions published at the ‘Studentportalen’ were
reviewed using theory from the literature studies. An interview guide was set up with some
common and some individual questions to examiners. In total, 16 examiners at Chalmers
Architecture responsible for in total 21 compulsory courses and design studios during the
academic years 2009/2010 were interviewed. One examiner declined to be part of the project.
Notes were taken during the interviews that lasted about 1 hour each. During this phase the
project was presented.
In the third phase, proposals for improved course descriptions were made. The proposals
were sent to the examiners with encouragements to improve the descriptions.
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Durring the acaddemic year 2009 – 201 0, I took paart in the pedagogical ccourse for
PACT projeect was used
d as a
Universsity Teacherrs called “The pedagoggical projectt”. This IMP
pedagoggical develoopment project in that ccourse. Valu
uable comm
ments on myy work weree then
given att several occcasions by Professor
P
M
Michael Chrristie as welll as fellow ccolleagues taking
t
part in tthat course.
PED
DAGAGIC
CAL CONSIDERATIO
ONS – CON
NSTRUCT
TIVE ALIG
GNMENT AND
A
ACTIO
ON VERBS
S
Twoo main pedaagogical con
ncepts havee been very useful for th
his project: Biggs’
Construuctive alignm
ment [2] and
d Bloom’s ttaxonomy with
w action verbs
v
[3], [44]. These co
oncepts
have beeen used by Högskoleveerket in theiir ‘Quality evaluation
e
for
f learningg’ report 200
08:25
[5]. Thee presentatioon by Högsk
koleverket iis very usefful and will be recomm
mended to teeachers
and exaaminers at thhe master prrogrammes in Architeccture.
Connstructive allignment staarts with thee notion thaat the studen
nt constructss her/his ow
wn
learningg through reelevant learn
ning activitiies. The teaachers should create a leearning
environnment to suppport that prrocess. The key is that all components in whaat Biggs callls the
teachingg system: thhe intended outcomes, tthe teaching
g methods used
u
and thee assessmen
nt tasks
are alignned.
Bigggs and Tangg [2] describ
be four maj or steps in constructive
c
e alignmentt:
1. D
Defining thhe Intended Learning O
Outcomes (IL
LOs)
2. C
Choosing teeaching/learrning activit
ities likely to lead to the ILOs
3. A
Assessing students’
s
actual learninng outcomess in relation to intentionns
4. A
Arriving at a final grad
de

Fig.1. Constructive aliignment aftter Biggs an
nd Tang (20007).
Höggskoleverket [5] points to the impoortance of grade
g
system
ms and assesssment criteeria.
They haave identifieed four indicators to as sess the leaarning progrression:
 A
Are the objectives in th
he descriptiion of the exam
e
covereed by the leearning outccomes of
tthe course?
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Are the learning objectives possible to assess in an examination?



Are the forms of examination and assignment in the examination relevant for the
learning objectives?



Are there specific grade criteria and are these available for the students?

Högskoleverket [5] also has some recommendations regarding assessment criteria for
learning objectives:
 They should be clearly written and easy for the student to understand.


They should describe one objective at the time



They should describe results not processes



They should describe the contents of the course



They should describe tangible use of knowledge



They should be written using action verbs

Example: “After the completed course the student should have knowledge about, know,
have insights about, comprehend…” This is NOT tangible use of knowledge. Instead action
verbs should be used to describe learning outcomes.
Bloom originally defined the action verbs in the 1950s [3]. The taxonomy deals with the
varied aspects of human learning and is arranged hierarchically proceeding from the simplest
functions to those that are more complex.


Knowledge (remembering or retrieving previously learned material): arrange, define,
duplicate, label, list, memorize, name, order, recognize, relate, recall, repeat,
reproduce state;



Comprehension (ability to grasp or construct meaning from material): classify,
describe, discuss, explain, express, identify, indicate, locate, recognize, report, restate,
review, select, translate;



Application (ability to use learned material, or to implement material in new and
concrete situations): apply, choose, demonstrate, dramatize, employ, illustrate,
interpret, operate, practice, schedule, sketch, solve, use, write;



Analysis (ability to break down or distinguish the parts of material into its
components so that its organizational structure may be better understood): analyze,
appraise, calculate, categorize, compare, contrast, criticize, differentiate, discriminate,
distinguish, examine, experiment, question, test;



Synthesis (ability to put parts together to form a coherent or unique new whole):
arrange, assemble, collect, compose, construct, create, design, develop, formulate,
manage, organize, plan, prepare, propose, set up, write;



Evaluation (ability to judge, check, and even critique the value of material for a given
purpose): appraise, argue, assess, attach, choose compare, defend estimate, judge,
predict, rate, core, select, support, value, evaluate.
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The taxonomy by Blooms has since bbeen used an
nd modified
d and up-datted for exam
mple by
m
the acttion verbs m
more useful and
Anderssson and Kraathwohl [4] with the inttention to make
comprehhensive (Figg. 2.).

F
Fig.2. Actionn verbs according to B
Bloom [3] an
nd further ellaborated byy Andersson and
Kratthwohl et al [4].
Bigggs and Tangg have furth
her developeed the taxon
nomy into th
he SOLO taaxonomy fo
or
teachingg and learniing [2]. SOL
LO stands fo
for: Structurre of Observ
ved Learninng Outcomes.
SOLO ddescribes leevels of incrreasing com
mplexity in a student's understandin
u
ng of a subject,
throughh five stagess, and it is cllaimed to b e applicablee to any sub
bject area. T
The first level is
Pre-struuctural – stuudents are siimply acquiiring bits off unconnecteed informattion, which have no
organizaation, and which
w
do no
ot really makke any sensse. The seco
ond level, thhe unistructu
ural –
the studdent makes simple
s
and obvious connnections, but
b their significance iss not graspeed. The
third levvel, the mulltistructural – a numberr of connecttions may be
b made by tthe student,, but the
meta-coonnections between
b
theem are misseed, as is theeir significan
nce for the w
whole. Thee fourth
level, thhe relationall level – thee student is aable to apprreciate the significance
s
e of the parts in
relationn to the whole. Finally, at the fifth level, the ex
xtended absstract level, the studentt is
making connectionns not only within
w
the ggiven subjecct area, but also
a beyondd it, able to
generaliise and trannsfer the prin
nciples and ideas underrlying the sp
pecific instaance.
Acccording to Simons [6], teaching
t
in natural scieences differs from engiineering as natural
n
sciencess are descripptive while engineeringg includes synthesis
s
an
nd creation. Accordinglly,
teachingg in architeccture and en
ngineering sshould attain the highesst levels of Bloom’s taxonomy
and the SOLO-moddel.
ME
ETHODS IN
N ARCHIT
TECTURAL
L TEACHIING
Duee to the natuure of architectural know
wledge teacching in architecture noormally difffers
from othher engineeering teachin
ng [7]. Teacching is carrried out in courses
c
but also in stud
dios
where thhe students have to deffine, refine aand solve design
d
assign
nments. Thee ideas deveeloped
by Schöön [8] on thee reflective practitionerr are often used
u
in desiign theory. A
An importaant part
of the leearning situuation for prrofessionals is by Schön
n defined ass learning-inn-action. In
n
architecctural teachiing tutorial sessions annd studies off earlier exaamples and pprocesses of
o design
are important elem
ments.
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Normally, courses and design studios in architectural teaching are not assessed through
written exams but through assessment and judgment of a design assignment. This is a rather
subjective process and the judgment is much dependent on the ability and experience (and
also preferences) of the jurors. With the introduction of the Bologna model and the
internationalisation of the teaching, grades should now be given in the same way as at the rest
of Chalmers from 1-5. To date, there exist no common guidelines for the assessment and
grading of architectural learning outcomes at Chalmers. There are normally two paths of
assessment of acquired skills in architecture, the assessment of progression in the student’s
portfolio and the testing within separate courses and studios [9]. Architecture students should
also learn the skills of critical appraisal and evaluation of their own and other students’ and
architects’ designs, since self-assessments and peer-assessments are often used.
A literature search on assessment of architectural learning outcomes was carried out but
did not result in many hits. Most articles found dealt with development and assessment of
design skills in engineering [10] and product design [11] courses. A few dealt with
assessment of architectural teaching and were from the Netherlands. Wolffe et al [9] reflect
upon the issue of assessment of separate courses. They emphasise transparency, reliability and
possibilities for comparisons between assessments as well as the acceptability of the
assessment methods among users. I did not find any articles explicitly dealing with the
problem of constructive alignment or definition of systematic assessment criteria in
architectural teaching.
As a complement to the literature search, a limited scan was made of methods used in
architectural teaching and assessment outside Chalmers. The methods for the scan were a
literature search and a scan using the web pages of other architecture schools in Sweden and
also Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands and University of the West of England
in the UK.
Very limited information could be retrieved from the web pages of the searched
architecture schools. I then decided to contact former colleagues at Delft and UWE to get
further information. At UWE no information of an existing common system for assessment of
architectural competences could be found. At Delft, common systems for the assessment of
architectural courses exist, on a Faculty level and specially adapted assessment systems for
different departments. The Dutch models are kinds of a questionnaire defining both product
and process criteria for learning outcomes. I have not further discussed this with Delft but the
models seem applicable on writing courses more than design studios. For example they assess
methods, literature references, problem definition and layout.
At a conference I met with a teacher at the School of Architecture at Victoria University
of Wellington, New Zealand. Pedersen-Zari has developed an interesting and systematic way
of assessing and giving grades [12]. In her systematic assessment for a course in bio-inspired
sustainable design she has defined on the one side how many percent of the total grade and on
the other hand which weight in terms of importance that each sub-assignment has of the total
grade. Then she has four different levels ranking from excellent to unsatisfactory. What
specifically is assessed is the students’ ability to: identify and document systems and suggest
changes based on an understanding of ecosystems; ability to research living organisms and
translate them into design; assessed from the information given at a certain date; a submitted
report; and the tutor’s knowledge of the evolution of the project. Further, the project will be
assessed for its potential to intervene with a system, its ability to communicate intention, the
ingenuity and the inventiveness.
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ANALYSIS OF MASTER COURSES AND STUDIOS DESCRIPTIONS
Aims and learning objectives
The initial analysis of the written course descriptions showed that the majority are either
too little described or over-loaded with information. Either there is non-existent use of
tangible knowledge [5] or an over-use, where the whole taxonomy from the lowest to the
highest level is involved in one learning objective. Högskoleverket recommends that only one
goal should be described at the time. In general very wide and encompassing aims and
learning objectives are described.
Examples of unclear objectives and non-use of tangible knowledge:
“Understand the background to the political and global vision of sustainable development,
the different challenges and perspectives and how this may influence their professional work.”
“Describe the Nordic architecture and town planning from the 1930s till today”
Example of ‘over-use’ of tangible knowledge and action verbs:
“The social and institutional environment: Recognize, explain, examine, analyse the social
and institutional environment in a suburban area - i.e. focusing on the people living there and
the people working/being active there – and on concepts in the field of sociology such as
urbanisation, globalisation, governance, social exclusion, ethnicity, cultural studies,
segregation, security, safety, etcetera.
The physical environment: recognize, identify, classify and explain the construction of the
million programme, i.e. the planning as well as the infrastructure, the building construction
and building materials. Illustrate, examine and analyse the planning and/or building
constructions. Appraise, assess, value and create new planning and/or building constructions.
Participative tools and methods: ….[this goes on].”
A good example of learning objectives showing a systematic use of Bloom’s taxonomy,
starting from simple and reaching higher levels of application, and clearly stating one
objective at the time is the following:
1. Explain systems thinking and its relevance for design, architecture and planning
2. Select systems thinking approaches that are relevant for a specific design, architecture
or planning task
3. Structure knowledge through systems thinking by using selected approaches in
descriptions
4. To tentatively analyse and synthesise complex knowledge by employing systems
thinking in design work i.e. by combining and integrating different systems
approaches
5. Translate such analysis and synthesis into a draft design proposal, using systems
thinking as language of communication and justification (assignments 1 and 2)
6. Reformulate such analysis and synthesis into a more complex design programme
Contents of courses/studios
Regarding contents of the courses and studios, the most common are:
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•

Lectures

•

Literature: gathering, study, seminars

•

Written assignments

•

Short or longer design assignment with supervision

•

Presentations and communication

•

Peer-review/assessment, cross critique

Assignments are either done individually or in (heterogeneous) groups.
Assessment methods and grading
Regarding assessment and examination, this is more or less explicit. Some examiners
describe the examination in rather vague terms:
Example: “Submission of course assignments, active participation in joint activities,
lectures, seminars, and cross-critics and the concluding exhibition on site.”
Example: “Sufficient participation at joint activities and the submission of an essay.”
Example: “Based on the studio project”
These examples do not fulfil the recommendation given by Högskoleverket [5] that the
specific criteria for examination should be available for the students.
Other examiners have been more explicit:
Example:
 100% attendance at lectures


Active participation in the exercise and the literature seminar



Active participation in group work



Course assignment of sufficient quality, i.e. that fulfils the course objectives and
presentation requirements



To submit assignments before deadlines to possibly get a higher grade than 3



To fill in the course evaluation

This example is more explicit but the assessment is still based on judgments of ‘active’,
‘sufficient’ etc.
Results from interviews
The interviews with the examiners focused on three main areas: 1) aims, objectives, and
expected learning outcomes of the course/studio, 2) examination, assessment and grading, 3)
other issues to improve the teaching-learning situation.
Aims, objectives and learning outcomes
Most young teachers and examiners have taken courses in pedagogy while parts of the
older staff think that this is now too late. The knowledge of constructive alignment and action
verbs is noticeable in the course descriptions written by those who have taken pedagogical
courses.
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Some examiners point to the lack of coordination of objectives between different master
courses and also lack of coordination in the progression of learning from bachelor level. The
knowledge acquired in one course in not always used in the coming courses. Some teachers
also experience that sustainable development should be more present in all courses/studios.
In some cases the examiner is not the one who will decide the content or carry out the
course. A number of teachers work on short contracts for the department. When I carried out
the interview they did not even know if they would work on the course next year, thus the
incentives to improve the course descriptions were small.
Examination, assessment and grading
A majority of teachers and examiners experience difficulties in giving individual grades. It
is especially difficult in a course with up to 100 students. Many examiners give a 4 to all
students that have fulfilled the requirements and done a good job. A few examiners give the
students the possibility to get a 5 by doing an extra task. The difficulties in giving individual
grades might be a problem that will pass as the examiners will get more experienced.
One examiner uses the grading system to push the student further. Normally he fails the
majority of the student in the sub-assignment to push them to better results for the final
submission.
Although most of the courses/studios are assessed using more or less the same methods:
attendance at lectures, submitted assignments, active participation in group work, crosscritics, presentations, the examiners do not always agree on the requirements. Some teachers
demand 80-100% attendance from the students at lectures, seminars etc. and that they read the
compulsory literature. While others think that the student are adults and should by themselves
understand the value to attend lectures and read the literature.
Most teachers use a combination of submitted assignments (written essays, reports, poster
with designs) and oral presentations of the assignments. The oral presentation makes it easier
to detect cheaters and free-riders in group work. Oral presentation can also give the students a
chance to highlight interesting things in their approach. The oral presentations give them the
training in ability to communicate an idea for different stakeholders. However, a few teachers
think that the poster with the design should ‘speak for themselves’. The participation in a final
exhibition is often compulsory for all students in design studios.
Many teachers find it important that the students take active part in group work as this is
part of their professional training. Many teachers also prefer heterogeneous groups with
mixed background, former knowledge and origin (nationality).
Peer-assessment among students or what is called cross-critics is often used. This is an
important part of design judgement but also used in literature seminars and essay writing. As
student group grow larger peer-assessment becomes more important as teachers do not have
time to give feedback on the student work during the course.
Both internal and external jurors are used to give final critiques concerning the design
assignments. If possible reputed architects are invited to provide such critique. A few courses
are constructed as architectural competitions with external juries. At least for one of these the
examiner does not let the assessment of the external jury exclusively define the final grade of
the students. The final grade is based on an internal assessment by the teachers and examiner.
Due to shortage of time, not all examiners use the web-based evaluation system for
courses.
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Most of the younger staff would welcome more explicit and common recommendations
for examination, assessment and grading. A few of the younger and less experienced
examiners have made attempts to develop systematic assessment models for their courses,
similar to the New Zealand model described above.
Other issues
There are several organisational issues that will have an effect on the quality of the master
courses:
 Several examiners complain about the difficult start of the autumn. They miss one
person with the responsibility to guide the students. The courses often start day 1 and
the students turn to the individual examiners with different organisational questions


Some examiners experience that students who are not accepted to the master
programme attend the courses.



Most examiners experience a lack of coordination between different course/studios at
master level. It can be especially tricky to coordinate the schema for students coming
from different departments at Chalmers.



Several examiners also experience difficulties in coordinating activities at Chalmers
with other institutions and Universities and with external actors (for example partners
in practical design assignments).



Many examiners experience problems as the groups of students are growing. The
resources for the courses are not large enough and the facilities at the department
(design studios, lecture halls) are not fit for the size of the student groups nor for the
way teaching is given today (e.g. lack of smaller seminar rooms).



A few studios that relocate the teaching abroad experience lack of resources.

CONCLUSIONS
Some recommendations can be given for teachers/examiners to improve the way they
formulate learning objectives and assessment of learning outcomes. Regarding organisational
problems these have to be handled in other forums. Based on the idea of constructive
alignmentsand Bloom’s taxonomy of action verbs, the following would be good
recommendations:


Learning objectives should be clearly written and easy for the student to understand.



Learning objectives should describe one objective at the time



Learning objectives should describe results not processes



Learning objectives should describe the contents of the course



Learning objectives should describe tangible use of knowledge



Learning objectives should be written using action verbs (you might consider staring
from the simplest level of ‘knowledge’ arriving to the higher of ‘synthesis’ and
‘evaluation’ if this suits the aim for the course).

Furthermore:
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The learning objectives should be possible to exam and assess



The forms of examination and assignment in the examination should be relevant for
the learning outcomes



The content of the course should cover the learning objective and outcomes.



The specific assessment and grade criteria should be available for the students

The interviews carried out within this project show that the weakness in current project
descriptions can on the one hand be related to the fact that many teachers are inexperienced in
giving precise learning objectives and grades. Most of the younger teachers and examiners
have taken courses in pedagogy while parts of the older staff have not. The knowledge of
constructive alignment and action verbs is noticeable in course descriptions written by those
who have taken pedagogical courses. However some weaknesses were also found related to
organisational problems. Some examiners point to the lack of coordination of objectives
between different master courses and lack of coordination in the progression of learning from
the teaching at bachelor level.
Within the scope of this specific project the study points to define and set in practice
common methods for assessment and examination of architectural teaching. More transparent
assessment methods will largely benefit the students. Common and transparent systems for
assessment and examination would be welcomed among the younger staff.
Finally, the project did not result in any considerate immediate changes in the course
descriptions for last year. One explanation is lack of time another is some difficulties in the
system, for example changes of examiners and lack of long-term perspectives for contracting
teachers, and maybe some resistance to change. In fact, in the end very few of the examiners
had time to consider my suggestions for improvements. This project must be seen as part of a
continuous process for changes in teaching and learning assessment in the years to come.
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